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Abstrat
Tutors must maintain a deliate balane allowing
students to do as muh of the work as possible and
to maintain a feeling of ontrol, while providing stu-
dents with enough guidane to keep them from be-
oming too frustrated or onfused. In this paper, we
desribe our work in progress on dening a model of
initiative and automatially deteting where initia-
tive should shift in tutorial dialogue.
1 Motivation
Previous work on student learning has shown that
one-on-one human tutoring is more eetive than
other modes of instrution. Tutoring raises students'
performane as measured by pre- and post-tests by
0.40 standard deviations with peer tutors (Cohen et
al., 1982) and by 2.0 standard deviations with ex-
periened tutors (Bloom, 1984). What is it about
human tutoring that failitates this learning? Many
researhers argue that it is the ollaborative dialogue
between student and tutor that promotes the learn-
ing (Merrill et al., 1992a; Fox, 1993; Graesser et al.,
1995). Through ollaborative dialogue, tutors an
intervene to ensure that errors are deteted and re-
paired and that students an work around impasses
(Merrill et al., 1992b). Previous researh has also
shown that students must be allowed to onstrut
knowledge themselves to learn most eetively (Chi
et al., 1989; Chi et al., 1994). The onsensus from
these studies is that experiened human tutors main-
tain a deliate balane allowing students to do as
muh of the work as possible and to maintain a feel-
ing of ontrol, while providing students with enough
guidane to keep them from beoming too frustrated
or onfused. Thus, we believe that orretly man-
aging this ontrol whih we refer to as initiative, is
ritial to developing a suessful intelligent tutoring
system.
An initiative model indiates who has initiative
and when the tutor should take initiative from the
student. Timing is important; the tutor should allow
students time to orret errors and misoneptions
on their own, but take the initiative and intervene
before the student beomes frustrated or onfused.
The tutor should also allow the student to take the
initiative to onstrut his
1
own knowledge by asking
questions and proposing solutions. However, some-
times the tutor should take ontrol from the stu-
dent if the dialogue is beoming too unfoused or no
progress is being made.
For an intelligent tutoring system to deide when
it should take the initiative, it must know when it
does not already have the initiative. Thus, the in-
telligent tutoring system needs to reognize when
the student takes the initiative; linguisti ues (e.g.,
\But" in example 1
2
) an help.
(1) T: If your formula is orret then IR=IV
Do you still believe this?
S: I suppose not.
But doesn't I=V/R?
...
We are also interested in how the tutor should
signal taking of initiative. Tutors will likely signal
taking of initiative in many of the same ways as stu-
dents. However, tutors may need to be more polite.
In example 2, the student does not address the tu-
tor's question.
(2) T: Can you tell me what is the
voltage in the iruit now?
S: How do I know resistane from
looking at the iruit?
T: First answer my question.
Then I'll answer yours. :)
...
If the roles were reversed, it would be impolite
of the tutor to ignore the student's question; the
student might be disouraged from asking questions
later and be less motivated to onsult the tutor. We
would like to explore the dierenes in how tutors
and students mark the taking of initiative.
1
In this paper, we refer to tutors and generi dialogue par-
tiipants using female gender and refer to students using the
masuline gender.
2
The example omes from our orpus of human-human
tutorial dialogues about basi eletriity and eletronis. See
http://www.ogsi.ed.a.uk/~jmoore/tutoring/BEE orpus.html
for more details and to aess the orpus.
Thus, our goals are (1) to build an initiative model
that reognizes who has initiative and when the tu-
tor should take initiative, and (2) to determine how
tutors should signal taking of initiative (and how
tutor signals dier from student signals). Our ap-
proah is to annotate human-human tutorial dia-
logues for initiative and ues for initiative shifts. We
an use this data to train a model of initiative as well
as reognize how the taking of initiative is signaled.
We rst disuss the problem of dening initiative
(setion 2). We then review initiative management
in existing dialogue systems (setion 3). We fous
speially on the initiative model of Chu-Carroll and
Brown (1998) in setion 4 and disuss how to extend
it to tutorial dialogue in setion 5. We then disuss
our plans to annotate orpora (setion 6) to train
this model. We end the paper with disussion (se-
tion 7). Sine our projet is in the early stages, the
goal of this paper is to disuss our plans rather than
suggest we have results.
2 Dening Initiative
The intelligent tutoring systems literature does not
preisely dene initiative and we must look to the
omputational linguistis literature. Chu-Carroll
and Brown (1998) point out that initiative as dis-
ussed in this literature an be broken into task-
initiative and dialogue-initiative, although there is
no general agreement on their exat meaning.
Chu-Carroll and Brown stipulate that a dialogue
partiipant (DP) has the dialogue initiative if she
takes the lead in determining the urrent disourse
fous; a DP has the task initiative if she is taking the
lead in the development of the partiipants' domain
plan. Jordan and Di Eugenio (1997) state that DPs
take task initiative when they perform a task-level
ation suh as relaxing problem solving onstraints,
proposing a solution, or reonstruting a proposal.
Jordan and Di Eugenio followWalker andWhittaker
(1990) and refer to dialogue initiative as ontrol of
the onversation. Green and Carberry (1999) note
that initiative is taken when a DP ontributes more
information than was her obligation in a partiular
disourse turn (thus ontrolling the ow of informa-
tion). Aording to Chu-Carroll and Brown's de-
nitions, the type of initiative taken in this ase de-
pends on the meaning of the ontribution (e.g., on-
tributing to the problem solution would mean taking
both the dialogue and task initiative). Guinn (1996)
says that a DP has the task initiative if she ontrols
how mutual goals will be solved by the ollabora-
tors. Novik and Sutton (1997) propose a three fa-
tor model of initiative onsisting of (i) the hoie of
task (determining what the onversation is about);
(ii) the hoie of speaker (governing turn taking);
and (iii) the hoie of outome (e.g., identifying the
ations neessary to ahieve the task). Novik and
Sutton's notion of turn taking as a third type of ini-
tiative did not ath on; most researhers prefer to
separate turn taking from initiative.
3 Managing Initiative
We rst look at initiative management in dialogue
systems for non-tutorial tasks and then look at tu-
torial dialogue systems. Horvitz (1999) desribes a
dialogue system linking an email reader to a alendar
program. Based on the ontent of the email message
urrently being read (e.g., the presene of dates and
times), the system must deide whether it should
take the initiative by either (1) asking the user if
she wants to use the alendar, or (2) bringing up
the alendar interfae without asking. The system
faes the problem of when it should take initiative
and how (ask a question or bring up the alender).
Horvitz makes these deisions based on utility. If
the system is very sure that displaying the alender
is useful, then the alender is displayed. If the sys-
tem is only somewhat sure that displaying the al-
ender is useful, then the system asks the user. In ad-
dition to ontent, other parameters ould aet the
estimated utility of bringing up the alender: sreen
real estate (would bringing up the alendar overlap
other windows?), user workload (is the user perform-
ing another task suh as programming while reading
her email?), and system suess (is the user spend-
ing more time refusing unwanted help than it would
take her to ativate the alendar herself?). In deter-
mining when to take initiative, the system takes into
aount the estimated time needed to read the email
and will not interrupt the reader during that time.
If the user does not answer a system question (e.g,
\do you want to shedule an appointment?"), then
after a ertain length of time, the system assumes
that the user is taking bak the initiative.
(Litman and Pan, 2000) presents a dialogue sys-
tem for database retrieval that uses an adaptive
model of initiative. The system has three initiative
management poliies: (1) users an take the initia-
tive at any time, (2) users an take the initiative
when permited by the system, (3) users an never
take the initiative. Note, it is not lear how the sys-
tem deides to give away initiative in poliy 2. The
system uses speeh reognition ondene sores in
deiding when to swith poliies. The system will
take the initiative when it annot understand the
user. The user is not allowed to diret the onversa-
tion when the system is having trouble understand-
ing her. Note, in general, we an gauge understand-
ing using ondene sores from natural language
understanding omponents as well as speeh reog-
nizers (Walker et al., 2000).
Although tutoring systems must manage initiative
(e.g., deiding when to intervene in student problem
solving, deiding whether to answer student ques-
tions), usually this is done through a xed poliy
(e.g., immediately ag student errors, always try
to answer student questions). The EDGE system
(Cawsey, 1989) has a more exible approah to deal-
ing with student questions. If the answer to the
student's question is on EDGE's agenda of tutoring
goals, EDGE will attempt to take bak the initiative
by asking the student if he will wait and see if his
question is later answered. Otherwise, EDGE will
answer the student's question.
The Duke Programming Tutor (Keim et al., 1997)
has an innovative approah to topi seletion (i.e.,
hoie of task, aording Novik and Sutton's (1997)
denition of initiative). The Duke Programming Tu-
tor uses a temperature-based student model. The
student model is a semanti network ontaining the
onepts to be taught and the relations between
them. Eah node has a series of numeri features
orresponding to: belief that the student under-
stands the onept, importane of onept, distane
from onept in fous, how many times this onept
has been disussed, and student interest in this node.
Temperature is a weighted sum of these features. If
a student indiates he would like to disuss a parti-
ular topi, the student interest feature of the assoi-
ated node in the model is inreased. The tempera-
tures are re-alulated and the tutor piks the node
with the highest temperature as the next topi. Fea-
ture values propagate from adjaent nodes after the
temperature is alulated. This propagation ap-
tures intuitions suh as \if a student understands
a topi then they are likely to understand related
onepts" and \if a student is interested in a on-
ept then they are likely to be interested in related
onepts".
4 Chu-Carroll and Brown's Model
The initiative models in the previous setion were all
designed to answer spei questions: When should
the system bring up the alender? When should it
insist that a database query is lled out in a er-
tain order? When should the omputer-based tu-
tor postpone a student question? When should it
pik the topi? We turn to the work of Chu-Carroll
and Brown (1998) to answer the more general ques-
tion: when should a omputer-based tutor take ini-
tiative? Chu-Carroll and Brown break ues to po-
tential initiative shifts into three lasses: analytial,
expliit, and disourse. Analytial ues are based
on the meaning of the utteranes just spoken by
the urrent dialogue partiipant (DP). In the ase
of tutoring, these ues would orrespond to student
utteranes that the tutor must orret or larify be-
ause they are inorret (e.g., \urrent and voltage
are the same") or vague (e.g., \the battery makes
the iruit go"). The ues used in Keim et al.'s tem-
perature model (1997) are analytial ues sine they
depend on the meaning of previous utteranes in the
dialogue.
Expliit ues to initiative shifts are expliit re-
quests for the other partiipant to take the initia-
tive (e.g., \Could you tell me how to onnet the
leads?") or expliit notiations that the speaker is
taking initiative (e.g., \Let me show you how leads
are onneted.").
Disourse ues to initiative shifts are the ations of
asking questions, fullling obligations, and providing
(no) new information. Disourse ues also inlude
the kind of aousti ues to initiative shifts used in
(Litman and Pan, 2000). Any type of question di-
rets the dialogue toward the topi of that question
(e.g., \what type of omponent is a battery?") giv-
ing initiative to the speaker of the question. After
a speaker meets an obligation, initiative may shift.
Meeting an obligation an involve performing a om-
plex ation or an be as simple as answering a ques-
tion. In the onstruted example below, after the
student answer is aepted the initiative is up for
grabs.
(3) T: How do you onnet the leads?
S: The red lead goes on tab 5 and
the blak lead goes on tab 6
T: Right
Although Chu-Carroll and Brown do not equate
turn-taking with initiative-taking, sometimes the
giving away of a turn (by providing no new infor-
mation) an indiate the giving away of initiative.
The urrent speaker may pause to give the listener
the opportunity to have a turn. The listener may
abdiate by staying silent, uttering a prompt (a-
knowledgments without propositional ontent suh
as \yeah" or \uh-huh"), or repeating previously on-
veyed information.
Conversely, a speaker an take the initiative by
providing more information than asked for as shown
in the onstruted example below. Here the tutor
is only asking about the red lead but the student
also disusses the blak lead, taking the dialogue and
task initiative. Even though the student's utterane
may be wrong, he is at least attempting to further
the problem solving proess by disussing where the
blak lead should be attahed.
(4) T: Where would you onnet the red lead?
S: I would onnet the red lead to tab 5
and the blak lead to tab 6
For eah turn in a dialogue, Chu-Carroll and
Brown use the Dempster-Shafer theory of evi-
dene to predit who has the dialogue initia-
tive and who has the task initiative. Chu-
Carroll and Brown's model onsists of three sets of
bpa (basi probability assignment) funtions: (1)
minit;ue
(fDPg), (2) m
init;urr turn
(fDPg), and
(3) m
init;next turn
(fDPg). init is either dialogue
or task initiative, and ue is a partiular ue to
initiative shift suh as 'question'. The rst set of
bpa funtions enode the evidene given by ue
that DP has init in the next turn. For exam-
ple, m
dialogue init;question
(fspeakerg) = 0:4 means
that questions give evidene of strength 0.4 out
of 1.0 that the speaker of the urrent turn has
dialogue-initiative in the next turn. The seond
set of bpa funtions enode the overall evidene
that DP has init in the urrent turn, and the third
set of bpa funtions enode the overall evidene
that DP has init in the next turn. For example,
m
dialogue init;urr turn
(fspeakerg) = 0:5 means the
strength of the evidene in support of the speaker
having dialogue initiative for the urrent turn is 0.5
out of 1.0. Dempster-Shafer theory speies how to
ombine the bpa funtions of the urrent turn (sets
1 and 2) to alulate the bpa funtions of set 3.
Chu-Carroll and Brown train the bpa funtions
of set 1 from a orpus labeled with ues for pos-
sible initiative shifts as well as who atually has
dialogue and task initiative. The bpa funtions
are initialized suh that ues have no impat on
the likelihood that initiative shifts. As the train-
ing orpus is proessed, the bpa funtions are
adjusted so that the resulting preditions of the
model are orret. The model predits that the
speaker of the urrent turn has initiative, init,
in the next turn if m
init;next turn
(fspeakerg) 
m
init;next turn
(flistenerg). The preditive power of
this framework was evaluated in four task-oriented
domains and ahieved, on average, 97% and 88% a-
uray for task and dialogue initiative respetively.
That evaluation used 16 dierent ues that were
annotated by humans. Rather than disuss these
ues in detail, we fous on the ues used in MIMIC,
Chu-Carroll's (2000) dialogue system for database
retrieval. MIMIC's initiative model does not use ex-
pliit ues to initiative shifts (whih might be diÆ-
ult to reognize automatially) and does not use the
disourse ues of questions (users do not generally
ask questions) and obligations fullled (whih might
be diÆult to reognize automatially). Chu-Carroll
uses the disourse ues: TakeOverTask (the user pro-
vides more information than the system requested)
and NoNewInfo (the reognized meanings of two
onseutive user turns are idential), and the analyt-
ial ues of InvalidAtion (the user query returns no
results from the database), InvalidAtionResolved,
AmbiguousAtion (a mandatory attribute is missing
from a query or more than one value is speied for
an attribute), and AmbiguousAtionResolved. The
bpa funtions for these ues were trained on a la-
beled orpus in this database retrieval domain. The
model predits whether the system should have di-
alogue/task initiative in the next turn. Despite the
limited evidene available to this model, Chu-Carroll
and Nikerson (2000) showed that MIMIC was more
suessful than versions of the system that always
took initiative or never took initiative.
5 Extending Chu-Carroll and
Brown's Model
Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998) have dierentiated
dialogue and task initiative, noting that partiipants
an hange the topi of onversation without help-
ing along the problem-solving proess. In applying
this work to tutorial dialogue, we have hypothesized
the existene of pedagogial initiative. If a dialogue
partiipant (DP) takes pedagogial initiative, she is
taking ontrol of the learning by hanging the ur-
rent set of learning goals or how those learning goals
are being addressed. In tutorial dialogue, tasks to
be performed are in servie of learning goals rather
than being ends in themselves. DPs an at on three
dierent levels: dialogue, task, and pedagogy. By
separating task and pedagogy, we an aount for
ases where the tutor takes the initiative to orret
a student misoneption unrelated to the task being
performed, and ases where the tutor takes the ini-
tiative to address a learning goal even though the
problem solving task has been ompleted.
We expet that Chu-Carroll and Brown's ues to
initiative shifts an funtion to give away or take
pedagogial initiative. A DP an expliitly ask to
have pedagogial initiative (e.g., \S: I think I under-
stand. Can I try again?"). There are also analytial
ues to pedagogial initiative shifts. Student errors
may indiate that the tutor should take pedagogial
initiative and interrupt the student's problem solv-
ing eorts. Disourse ues an also signal shifts in
pedagogial initiative; silene may indiate that the
student is stuk and the tutor should intervene in
the problem solving proess. Fullling of a learning
goal may mean that the pedagogial initiative is up
for grabs.
A DP an take pedagogial initiative by asking
a question; we repeat example (2) in (5) to illus-
trate this point. Here the tutor initially has dia-
logue, task, and pedagogial initiative. The task in
this dialogue is to ompute power. The tutor is ini-
tially ontrolling the topi of the onversation, how
the problem is being solved, and how the assoiated
learning goal is being addressed. The student takes
dialogue, task, and pedagogial initiative in utter-
ane 2; he wants to address resistane rst not volt-
age. In utteranes 3 and 4, the tutor takes bak all
initiative.
(5) 1 T: Can you tell me what is the
voltage in the iruit now?
2 S: How do I know resistane from
looking at the iruit?
3 T: First answer my question.
4 Then I'll answer yours. :)
...
We hypothesize that the tutor deemed the stu-
dent's question less relevant than her original ques-
tion. If the tutor thought that the student would
not know the voltage without knowing the resis-
tane then the tutor would likely answer the ques-
tion. However, in this ase, the student should know
the voltage without knowing the resistane. Thus,
relevane impats how initiative shifts.
Grie (1975) argues that dialogue partiipants'
ontributions should be relevant to the urrent topi.
However, in tutorial dialogue, learning goals an be
introdued at any time and students typially have
a deient model of the domain (of what is rele-
vant). Thus, tutors may have to gently refuse to
pursue irrelevant student-initiated tangents. The
diÆultly in investigating relevane is dening it pre-
isely enough to test our hypothesis empirially. For
now, we will leave relevane out of our initiative
model.
In this setion, we have been disussing ues sig-
naling that initiative may shift in the next turn. A
more global ue is student performane. We would
like to test the hypothesis stated in (Sanders, 1995)
that tutors are more likely to answer the tangential
questions of good students. Student performane
an be derived from the student model and dialogue
history.
Given Chu-Carroll and Brown's (1998) suess in
prediting when initiative shifts, we plan to extend
their model to our domain. Reall that this model
used three sets of basi probability assignment fun-
tions: m
init;ue
(fDPg), m
init;urr turn
(fDPg), and
m
init;next turn
(fDPg). We an add pedagogial
initiative to the model by simply allowing init to
range over dialogue, task, and pedagogial initiative.
To modify the ues used by the model, we merely
hange the values that ue an range over.
Sine we also want to see how initiative is taken,
we need to test for orrelations between initiative
shifts and disourse markers suh as \so", uner-
tainty markers suh as \maybe", and words indiat-
ing the speaker is taking ontrol (\Let's fous on the
original question"). If orrelations are found, these
an be used as additional ues in our model as well as
informing our natural language understanding and
generation.
6 Annotating Initiative
We need to train the basi probability assignment
funtions disussed in the previous setion to build
an initiative model that reognizes who has initia-
tive and when the tutor should take initiative. We
also need to determine how the tutor should signal
its taking of initiative. To meet these goals, we need
dialogues labeled with initiative and ues for initia-
tive shifts.
Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998) annotated initia-
tive and ues to initiative shifts. For the annotation
of initiative, Chu-Carroll and Brown measured inter-
annotator reliability using the kappa statisti (Siegel
and Castellan Jr., 1988). Inter-annotator reliability
was 0.57 for task initiative and 0.69 for dialogue ini-
tiative. Carletta (1996) denes a reliability thresh-
old at 0.67; kappas above that value an be used to
draw tentative onlusions and kappas below that
value are unreliable.
Given Chu-Carroll and Brown's suess in anno-
tating dialogue initiative, we are optimisti that we
also will be able to annotate dialogue initiative re-
liably. For task and pedagogial initiative, it is not
lear whether these are fundamentally impreise no-
tions or whether they an be dened in an annota-
tion manual suh that annotators agree when task
and pedagogial initiative shift. Chu-Carroll and
Brown's annotation was informal and made use of
spoken instrutions to their annotators rather than
an annotation manual. We will take the next step
and write an annotation manual; have naive anno-
tators label a orpus; and if neessary ategorize the
disagreements made by the annotators and repeat
the proess. A reliable annotation sheme is nees-
sary if general laims are to be made about how ini-
tiative is marked. However, Chu-Carroll and Nik-
erson (2000) showed that even informal annotation
is suÆient to improve system performane in the
database retrieval domain.
Rather than attempt to write from srath an an-
notation manual for ues to initiative shifts, we are
taking elements from three urrently existing anno-
tation shemes: the DAMSL annotation sheme
3
,
dialogue games (Mann, 1988), and the CIRCSIM
annotation sheme (Kim, 1999). DAMSL anno-
tates ommuniative funtion and is omposed of
forward and bakward looking funtions. Forward
looking funtions onsist of statements, questions,
and requests. Bakward looking funtions on-
sist of responses and feedbak, and inlude answer,
aept, rejet, and request-lariation. Dialogue
games omplement this annotation by labeling when
a question is nally answered or agreement nally
reahed about the truth of a statement or ommit-
ment of one of the speakers. We take from the
CIRCSIM annotation sheme labels of student or-
retness.
We believe these annotations will apture
many of the ues for initiative shifts disussed
in (Chu-Carroll and Brown, 1998). Ana-
3
The DAMSL annotation sheme for ommu-
niative funtions was developed by the Disourse
Resoure Initiative. For more information, see
http://www.s.rohester.edu/researh/isd/resoures/damsl/
lytial ues are aptured by student orret-
ness and DAMSL tags. We antiipate break-
ing orretness into the following ues: inor-
ret, partly-orret, orret but irrelevant, or-
ret with minor errors, and student-does-not-
know. DAMSL tags signal-non-understanding
and request-larifiationmean that the speaker
is asking for lariation of an ambiguous or inom-
prehensible utterane. DAMSL tags rejet and
mixed-response mean that the speaker is judging
the previous utterane negatively. The DAMSL tag
hold means the speaker is requesting more details
before judging an utterane.
DAMSL tags will also identify disourse ues.
Prompts (e.g., \yeah", \okay") will be aptured by
aknowledge and aept tags. Questions are ex-
pliitly labeled in DAMSL. Cases where a responder
does not answer a question but instead asks a ques-
tion of their own an be identied as patterns of two
questions in a row.
Dialogue games assign a default initiative. If a tu-
tor asks a question (starting dialogue game A) and
gets a wrong answer she may ask a followup ques-
tion (starting the nested dialogue game A1). If the
student gets this question right then game A1 ends.
However if dialogue game A is still open (the ques-
tion assoiated with A has not been answered) then
the tutor still has initiative by default. Of ourse
the student may override this default by asking a
question of their own.
An advantage to labeling ommuniative funtion
(DAMSL) and dialogue games is that we an de-
termine the relationship between initiative, ommu-
niative funtion, and low-level disourse struture.
For example, we an see if unanswered questions al-
ways mean initiative has shifted. We an see how
initiative shifts over the ourse of a dialogue game.
Sine dialogues games an be nested, we an ask how
embedded dialogues games eet the ow of initia-
tive. Are embedded dialogue game boundaries likely
plaes for initiative to hange? The level of em-
bedding may also have an impat on how initiative
shifts. The tutor may try to prevent the dialogue
from beoming too nested fearing that the student
will get onfused.
Below we summarize the ues to initiative shift to
be used in our model and in investigating linguisti
signals to initiative shifts. Note, we plan to derive
silene automatially. We plan to estimate student
performane by ounting the number of wrong and
partly-orret utteranes made by the student.
silene
student performane
inorret utterane
partly-orret utterane
orret but irrelevant utterane
utterane with minor errors
student says ``I don't know''
signal of non-understanding
request for larifiation
rejetion
mixed-response
hold
aknowledgment
aeptane
question
question followed by a question
dialogue game assignment of initiative
We are optimisti that annotations produed by
this hybrid sheme will be reliable. DAMSL has
been shown to produe reliable annotations (Stent,
2000). Assuming annotators are domain experts,
orretness should be unambiguous. Annotation of
dialogue games will be more diÆult. (Carletta et
al., 1997) desribes a promising but not totally reli-
able attempt to annotate dialogue games. The pri-
mary problem was unreliability about determining
when there was a nested game. Intra-annotator re-
liability was tested by having an annotator reode
a dialogue two months after she rst annotated it,
having worked with many other dialogues in be-
tween. The results show that she ould repliate
her deisions with high reliability indiating that
well-written instrutions should allow games to be
labeled reliably. Proving so would be a signiant
result of our work.
We plan to annotate four soures of human-human
dialogue data: (1) typed basi eletriity and ele-
tronis (BEE) dialogues olleted previously in our
projet, (2) spoken dialogues of experts explaining
iruits to novies, used in building the EDGE sys-
tem (Cawsey, 1989), (3) typed CIRCSIM dialogues
where students and tutors disuss the irulatory
system (Khuwaja et al., 1994), and (4) spoken di-
retion giving dialogues from the Map Task Cor-
pus (Anderson et al., 1991). The BEE dialogues
are valuable beause our goal is to produe a om-
puter tutor replaing the human tutor in this do-
main. One drawbak of these dialogues is that only
one tutor was used and the orpus was olleted us-
ing paid subjets who did not neessarily have any
inentive to learn the material. The EDGE dialogues
have four dierent explainers, and the CIRCSIM di-
alogues involve two tutors. In the CIRCSIM dia-
logues, the subjets are medial students and have
an interest in learning the material presented by the
tutor. Using these three orpora, we an balane
our needs for a relevant orpus, exposure to dier-
ent teahing styles, and a motivated set of subjets.
We will examine the Map Task dialogues to deter-
mine the dierenes in how initiative shifts (and how
these shifts are marked) in task oriented and tutorial
dialogues. The Map Task dialogues will allow us to
ompare spoken interation to the typed interation
of the BEE and CIRCSIM dialogues.
4
Map Task
dialogues are already marked with a variety of an-
notations (e.g., dialogue games) so this omparison
should be relatively easy and may help us with our
goal of applying previous researh on task-oriented
dialogues to tutorial dialogue systems.
7 Disussion
In this paper, we have outlined our plans (1) to build
a model to reognize who has initiative and predit
when the tutor should take initiative, and (2) inves-
tigate how initiative shifts are marked. It will also
be neessary to evaluate and possibly retrain the tu-
torial system embodying these results.
We antiipate that all the ues disussed above
an be reognized by the tutorial dialogue system,
BEETLE
5
, that we are developing (Core et al.,
2000). We hope that a robust parsing approah to
natural language understanding will provide a level
of understanding suÆient to determine DAMSL
funtions and allow the domain reasoner to gauge
orretness despite the fat that student input is of-
ten ungrammatial. We antiipate that a simple set
of rules should suÆe to reognize DAMSL funtions
from parser output. The form of the utterane (in-
terrogative, delarative, imperative) is one lue to
its funtion. What is being asked for (ation, per-
mission, onrmation, lariation) further denes
the funtions of interrogative utteranes. Lexial in-
formation is also important: e.g., \no" -> rejet,
\okay" -> aept.
However, we have to fae the fat that BEETLE's
natural language understanding skills will denitely
be far below that of a human. The initiative manage-
ment strategy learned during training may be per-
fet for the human tutor but not so good when on-
fronted with natural language understanding errors.
Suh problems an be addressed in the evaluation
stage.
During evaluation, users of BEETLE will take
pre- and post-tests to gauge their learning gain,
and answer questionnaires measuring pereived ini-
tiative and evaluating BEETLE as a tutor and dia-
logue system. Other measures an be automatially
reorded whenever the system is used: dialogue ef-
ieny (time, length of utteranes/turns), intelligi-
bility (number of lariation requests), and ow of
initiative as pereived by the system. We hope to
learn relationships suh as \answering student ques-
tions leads to more lariation requests" and \many
lariation requests harm learning gain". Our goal
is to develop an initiative model that an be re-
trained based on this data.
4
The EDGE dialogues were also spoken but we only have
transripts for them and not the original speeh.
5
BEETLE stands for Basi Eletriity and Eletronis Tu-
torial Learning Environment.
Another goal of the evaluation is performing a rst
test of whether an adaptive model of initiative is re-
ally more eetive than a xed initiative tutor. To
perform this test, we will use three versions of BEE-
TLE. BEETLE-MI will be a \mixed-initiative" tutor
inorporating the initiative model desribed in this
paper. BEETLE-TI will always have the task, dia-
logue, and pedagogial initiative just like the CIRC-
SIM tutor (Khuwaja et al., 1994), and BEETLE-SI
just like the Andes tutor (Shulze et al., 2000) will
never take any initiative. Although the test will be
preliminary we hope that the advantages of an adap-
tive model of initiative will be immediately obvious.
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